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ABSTRACT
TRIZ is becoming recognised as the most powerful and complete philosophy available for the definition and
solution of technical problems or opportunity situations. As reported by several practitioners, however,
TRIZ or more generally ‘systematic creativity’ is still viewed as being at just the beginning of its eventual
evolution path. In this paper we discuss the results of our findings when first applying TRIZ trend prediction
principles to predict the future evolution of the various tools, methods and strategies contained in today’s
versions of TRIZ, and then integrating some of the findings of the parallel-developed Neuro-Linguistic
Programming philosophy. We demonstrate significant common ground between the two approaches and
many opportunities for mutually beneficial integration.

INTRODUCTION
TRIZ is becoming recognised as the most powerful and complete philosophy available for the definition and
solution of technical problems or opportunity situations. As reported by several practitioners, however,
TRIZ – or more generally ‘systematic creativity’ – is still viewed as just the beginning of its eventual
evolution path. In this paper we discuss the results of our findings to first apply TRIZ trend prediction
principles to predict the future evolution of TRIZ’ various tools, methods and strategies themselves, and to
then integrate some of the findings of the parallel-developed Neuro-Linguistic Programming/NeuroSemantic philosophy.
We examine the holistic world-view found in NLP [Reference 1] and compare it with TRIZ. In finding that
in many senses NLP offers a more complete framework and that TRIZ contains significantly greater
richness in terms of its detailed applications, especially to the physical world, we describe some of the
mutual benefits that may be expected to accrue when we combine the two approaches.

EVOLVING TRIZ COMBINING TRIZ & NLP/NEUROSEMANTICS
Among the areas of TRIZ we explore during our evolution prediction and NLP-integration discussion are:
1) A re-examination of the TRIZ Inventive Principles in light of common approaches found in NLP and
the way our brains operate, and the emergence of new application heuristics associated with the way
systems evolve.
2) An Examination of the benefits we might expect when we combine and integrate the way we apply
multiple Inventive Principles to a given problem situation. In particular, we examine the 14 useful
effects established in NLP research that are possible when we combine Principles and how they can
help us to evolve stronger solution directions.
3) Combination of the TRIZ system operator tool with the equivalent, and in many senses more
comprehensive model for viewing problem situation, found in NLP. We build on the initial work
reported in this area [Reference 2] to identify further opportunities for enhanced performance of the
TRIZ tool through integration with the NLP equivalent.
The future of TRIZ has been the subject of significant discussion in recent times [3, 4]. Opinion differs as to
whether it is still at the beginning or has reached the limits of its evolutionary potential. The conflict can be
both understood and resolved if TRIZ is recognised as a just a part (albeit a very important one) in a much
bigger system. For the sake of providing this bigger system with a label, we will propose the term
‘systematic creativity’.
TRIZ places great importance on the existence of evolutionary S-curves. In these terms, the difference
between the s-curve for TRIZ (actually, bearing in mind the different TRIZ proponents and variations, such
a TRIZ s-curve should be seen as the averages of a cluster of subtly different s-curves) and an average curve
that might be constructed for ‘systematic creativity’ is illustrated in Figure 1. The conflict contained in the
question ‘Is TRIZ a mature system or an immature one?’ is thus explained by a point marked on the figure
illustrating the current evolutionary state. The point suggests that TRIZ is at the mature end of its
evolutionary potential (thus concurring with Vertkin’s comment [4] that ‘there hasn’t been a single new
concept introduced into TRIZ in the last 12 years’), but that TRIZ and the current position are still at the
relative beginnings of the over-riding ‘systematic creativity’ curve. In terms of ‘systematic creativity’ it is
evident that there have been many new concepts emerging in recent times.
Although developed more recently than TRIZ, Neuro-Linguistic Programming/Neuro-Semantics – also
shown as an s-curve in Figure 1 – has evolved from a very similar philosophical startpoint. Both TRIZ and
NLP have been built on the idea of the studying and abstraction of excellence. In the case of TRIZ, the
global scientific and patent databases provided the basis of method development; in the case of NLP it was
cognitive science research into linguistics, psychology, cybernetics and anthropology, with specific
additional knowledge from psychotherapy – including Gestalt, Rogerian and Family Therapy and
Hypnotherapy. Both have sought to study ‘creativity’ from the perspective of modelling known successful
creative personalities. They also have drawn from disciplines such as topology or technological models such
as lasers and holography, superconductivity and propulsion systems (among others) for useful metaphors of
the way our mind works. While NLP can benefit from the tools TRIZ has developed to apply them to the
human field, TRIZ, in turn, can make use of the tools NLP has developed to transpose them onto the
material world.
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Figure 1: Systematic Creativity, TRIZ and NLP/NS Evolutionary S-Curves
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The idea that TRIZ is one s-curve (system) inside a bigger system for now called ‘systematic creativity’
emerges from the concept of recursiveness in systems. Recursiveness as discussed in the Viable System
Model, NLP and other emerging texts on, not just creativity, but all system evolution is an example of a
concept which has not previously been well formed in classical TRIZ. The current prevailing view is that
recursion will be an important element in the successful realisation of a ‘systematic creativity’ s-curve.
The idea of TRIZ or NLP representing s-curves inside a higher order s-curve explains the s-curve figure
constructed by Savransky in reference [3], which suggests that the next stage of ‘TRIZ’ (but actually
‘systematic creativity’) evolution is the integration of different methods.
We suggest that the integration of TRIZ and NLP represents a significant step towards achieving a higher
order ‘systematic creativity’ system.

AN OVERVIEW OF NEURO-LINGUISTIC PROGRAMMING
For those involved in TRIZ who are unfamiliar with NLP, it began in the early 70s at Santa Cruz University
as the brain-child of two people, Richard Bandler and John Grinder, who were interested in structure and
language: computer languages in the case of Richard Bandler, human languages in the case of John Grinder.
Mentored by the anthropologist/cyberneticist Gregory Bateson, they drew to them many disciples interested
in the structure of excellence and creativity, the foremost of the day being Judith DeLozier (who became
Grinder’s wife), Leslie Cameron (who later became Bandler’s wife), Steve & Connirae Andreas and Robert
Dilts. These latter three did more than most to endow NLP with a strong methodology in the ‘70s and 80’s.
In the 90’s, NLP trainer L. Michael Hall revisited the General Semantics model, developed by the Polish
engineer Alfred Korzybski, which was an influence on NLP in its early days. Hall recursively applied it to
NLP. The first recursion brought out the Meta-States model. The second recursion, carried out on the
suggestion of one of the authors (Denis Bridoux) led to the emergence of the wider Neuro-Semantics model
(NS), which incorporates and encompasses NLP and adds to it an understanding of, and an ability to track
and work with, all the upper levels of mind. In its way Neuro-Semantics further develops the initial NLP Scurve and much of the theoretical and practical innovation in the field currently occurs in Neuro-Semantics,
including some presented herewith for the first time. By incorporating recursive visits of Gregory Bateson’s
approaches, the NS model is also expanding into the modelling of Culture.
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Both TRIZ and NLP/NS have two mains fields of application [Figure 2]:
1. Problem-Solving (Remedial work)
2. Innovation, Improvement, Enhancement, and possibly Replacement of an existing product
(Generative Work).
Figure 2: Fields of Application
Remedial
Work

Generative
Work

Ideally any resolution of a problem will not just do that, but also offer significant additional improvement
and enhancement and contribute to the ideality of other structures above and beyond that directly worked on:
it will improve the ideality of the whole system.
A more complete overview of NLP/NS and its operational structure is provided in the Appendix at the back
of the paper.

AN OVERVIEW COMPARISON BETWEEN TRIZ AND NLP/NS
As already stated, TRIZ and NLP/NS both feature a hierarchy of tools, strategies/methods and philosophies.
It is useful to compare the two at each of these levels in order to highlight the similarities and (hopefully
beneficial) differences. The following table offers a summary of this comparison at the philosophical,
methodological and tool levels.
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Hierarchical Level
Philosophical Overall
Philosophical Detail

TRIZ
Distillation of
scientific excellence
(4+1) pillars:

FUNCTIONALITY
RESOURCES
IDEALITY
AWARENESS OF CONTRADICTIONS

Thinking in terms of space/time
Methods, Models
& Strategies

ARIZ
(various versions)

Many ‘problem solving’
processes from different
TRIZ providers
Innovation patterns
(enhancing and improving
an existing product)

Tools for Mapping
(This category
and the one below
overlap,
so patterns which
appear in one will not
be repeated
in the other)

Tools
for Intervention

NLP/NEURO-SEMANTICS
Distillation of excellence from all fields of
endeavour, including TRIZ
“4 Pillars”:
RAPPORT
ACUITY OF PERCEPTION
OUTCOME ORIENTATION
FLEXIBILITY OF BEHAVIOUR
Philosophical, Structural
and Operational Presuppositions
Positive Intention
Recursion / Iteration
Pragmatic Perspective
Existence of Resources
Optimisation
Resolution of Contradictions
Principle of Least Effort
Thinking in terms of time/space/interface
Meta-Model
Meta-Programs
Meta-States
Mind-Lines model of communication
TOTE Model
Requisite Variety
Combinations of Tools
Many Solution-Oriented Processes
Remedial work (problem-solving)
Generative work (enhancing and
improving something that already works)

Function/Attribute Analysis
S-Curve Analysis
S-Field Analysis
Subversion Analysis
Ideal Final Result/’Self’
Resource Analysis
Contradiction Matrix

‘Chunking’ Patterns
‘Nesting’ Patterns
Representational Systems
Submodalities
Elicitation of Resources
Consequences/ Ecology
Psychological Inertia Tools

Inventive Principles
Separation Principles
Inventive Standards
Trends of Evolution
Knowledge/Effects
Psychological Inertia Tools

Pattern interrupts
Reframing Patterns
‘Change of Perceptual Perspectives
in Space, Time & Relationships’
Installation of Resources
Anchoring

As can be seen below, TRIZ and NLP are also similar in other aspects:
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TRIZ
Hierarchy of Functions

NLP / NEURO-SEMANTICS
Chunking
States/Meta-States
Logical Levels/ Subjective Hierarchies

Ideality
(Absolute)

Desired States
Optimisation Patterns
(Relative/ to context / situation / circumstance)
An asymptotic curve where the law of diminishing returns applies
STRIVING TOWARDS IDEALITY
The Most that can be achieved with the Least

Resolution of Contradictions

Resolution of Contradictions
when well-formed outcomes are achieved

Levels of Innovation

Levels of Learning
Zero Learning: No learning achieved
1st Level: Proto-Learning: Learning by Anchoring/Associating A with B
nd
2 Level: Deutero-Learning: Learning to Learn
3rd Level: Trito-Learning: Learning About How to Speed up Learning
4th: Level:Tetro-Learning: Learning About Schools of Accelerated
Learning
etc.
Levels of Intentionality

Parameters of a material
Dynamization

Submodalities
Progress towards Optimal
Adaptation to Adaptation, etc.
Adaptation to Changing Environment
Adaptation to Environment
Environment

Multiplication

Splitting/Linking

S-Field modelling

Strategies and modelling processes at a structural level

(see Appendix C: Table of Structural Operations Carried Out in Human Changework)
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At the method level, the following table compares a typical ARIZ scheme with similar models applied in
NLP.
ARIZ
Analysis of Problem
Elicitation of Contradictions
Analysis of the
problem’s model
Formulation of the
Ideal Final Result
Utilisation of outside substances
and Field Resources
Utilisation of
Informational data bank
Change or
reformulate
the problem
Analysis of the method
that removed the contradiction
Utilisation of
Found Solutions
Analysis of Steps
that Led to the Solution

NLP
Elicitation of Problem: Present State
Analysis of problem
Meta-model
Analysis of the problem’s structure
and review possible processes that might apply for this
Formulation of the Desired State
Well-Formed Outcomes
Elicitation of Resources,
both within conscious awareness and unconscious ones
Utilisation of higher frames of mind to give structure,
ratify and optimise application of resources
If all gains are not achieved, revisit the problem to assess
how closer you are to it and to identify the next steps to take:
recursiveness of processes / iteration, combination
Check after each step where we are concerning desired state
(Past Pace / Future Pace)
Check Effects/ consequences of having achieved desired
state for Ecology (regarding Self, Other People, the World)
Review of Process, identify structure of work. New processes
thus emerge which can be added to your panoply

As can be seen above there are many similarity between NLP/NS and TRIZ/ARIZ. However because NLP
traditionally focuses on human beings, organisations, cultures, communities (i.e. biological systems), what is
carried out is far more subject to feedback / feed-forward loops than the primarily physical substances that
TRIZ has been constructed around.
Key to the Desired State NLP/NS approach to Ideality is the concept of Ecology: this is checked upon and
rechecked at every stage, so that it is intrinsic to the Desired State. A desired state which is less than
optimally ecological is NOT a desired state.
The concept of Optimality is key also. NLP is not about achieving quantity of result but quality of result.
More is not necessarily better, sometimes less is better. However, better IS better. Ideality being an
absolute, achieving it would sometimes involve rewriting the laws of nature (or those we are currently aware
of), which is not currently feasible. Optimal results will therefore be contingent on time, place, relationships
and other contingencies, such as health/money/available knowledge & energy). Optimality is not, therefore
an absolute amount, but a ratio which only has meaning in a given space / time / relationship (S/T/R)
context. Thus today’s optimality is not necessarily tomorrow’s. In fact, it rarely is. Many of yesterday’s
optimal solutions may turn out to be tomorrow’s problems. Extrapolating ecological consequences can
enable us to ensure that this need not occur for the foreseeable future or is kept to a strict minimum.
However, by being less limited to material/external resources, optimality in the mind is more easily achieved
than its body counterpart. Clients are not often aware of this, as our minds are usually modelled upon the
templates we begin with, i.e our bodies, and we think that restrictions which apply to the body necessarily
applies to the mind, which is not always the case.
©2002 Denis Bridoux/Darrell Mann
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Another implication of this approach is Congruence: this means seeking and reaching consensus, harmony,
agreement between all the components of a given system, so that desired outcomes are met between all parts
of this system, for the benefit of all and at the expense of none, thus enabling true 'win-win' situations. This
is achieved not only by resolving all the contradictions identified as part of a problem, but also the lesser
ones which would reduce the impact or effectiveness of a result. Indeed, NLP has amply been demonstrating
such effectiveness in the area of team building, management, mediation, conflict resolution and partnership
guidance for the past 30 years.
NLP places great importance on Structure: of Subjective Experience, of Excellence, of the Mind, of a
Problem (Present State), of its Optimal Resolution (Desired State), of the Process to attain it (Strategy
Models), of Intentionality. Key to this is the notion of Well-formedness. If a structure does not operate
properly, its well-formedness is less than optimal.
:
The Structure of Communication:

Rapport, Pacing / Leading
Language + Tonality + Body Language, etc.
Meta-Model / Milton-Model + Mind-Lines, Presuppositions

The Structure of Experience:

Alfred Korzybski’s Structural Differential and its NLP Equivalent

The Structure of the Mind:

The Levels of the Mind
The Well-Formedness of Its Layering
(i.e. in optimal order of hierarchy / holarchy)
The Matrix of the Mind (Alignment / Congruence)
The Meta-Programmes
The Body Template
the Tensegrity Structure

The Structure of a Problem:

Strategies and their well-formed conditions

The Structure of Its Optimal Resolution:

Well-Formed outcomes, well-formed beliefs

The Structure of Ecology:

Systemicity, Mindfulness of Consequences, Wheels Within Wheels
All Aspects of the Self
All the Other People Involved, near or far, close or distant
The Natural World Around Us
The Whole Planet

USING NLP TO RE-STRUCTURE THE 40 INVENTIVE PRINCIPLES
For many users, the 40 Inventive Principles are a very effective series of solution triggers. Used at this fairly
basic level, they may be seen as a more comprehensive version of the SCAMMPERR model developed by
Osborn [6]. The problem with the 40 Principles for many newcomers, however is that 40 is a lot of triggers
to remember. Most people keep a list with them, but the bigger issue is that our brains are wired with a short
term memory store capable of storing only around about 7 different pieces of information [7]. Actually 7 ±
2. We wondered, therefore whether it would be possible to re-configure the 40 Principles into a structure
that would ease our ability to remember them. As we progressed, incorporating NLP thinking and the
SCAMMPERR1 model (see also Savransky [3]), we believe we would be able to not only achieve this, but
also enrich the quality of the Principles.

1

Substitute, Combine, Adapt, Magnify, Modify, Put-to-another-use, Eliminate, Re-arrange and Reverse
©2002 Denis Bridoux/Darrell Mann
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In the first instance, we saw the space-time-interface dimensional thinking concept as an important start
point.

COMBINED TRIZ PLUS NLP ‘SYSTEM OPERATOR’
By way of a simple example of some of the other benefits we might expect to accrue through combined
application of TRIZ and NLP by exploring developments to the TRIZ 9-window system operator, an
independently developed NLP variant of which was developed by Robert Dilts in the 80s (figure 3).
OTHER
POSITION

SELF
POSITION

OBSERVER
POSITION

PAST

PRESENT

FUTURE

Figure 3 The NLP Perceptual Position Grid (2 Dimensions) from Robert Dilts
Dilts later refined the model by adding a 3rd dimension which explores his concepts of “Logical Levels”,
(Figure 4).

Figure 4. Robert Dilt’s NLP “Jungle Gym”
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Reference 9 discusses how by relating the two systems, NLP has been used to extend the TRIZ System
Operator’s essentially two-dimensional space and time perspective into a third dimension which is called
‘relationship’ in NLP and which we might appropriately call ‘interface’ in TRIZ. Figure 6 illustrates this
new three-dimensional system operator as an example of a concept that exists in neither TRIZ or NLP, but
emerges purely from the integration of the two.

INTERFACE

Identity
Beliefs/Values

SPACE

Capabilities
Super-System
System
Sub-System

Behaviour
TIME

Physical
Past

Present

Future

Figure 5: Extension of TRIZ System Operator into 3-Dimensions Using NLP
Many will have noticed how some of the Principles can indeed be related to all three dimensions –
Segmentation, for example, can be applied as a contradiction breaking strategy with respect to physical
segmentation, segmentation of time (see also ‘Periodic Action’) and segmentation of the interfaces between
things. We also noted that some Principles had analogues that reversed the Principle – e.g. ‘Segmentation’
and ‘Merging’ are often interpreted as two opposites. Some on the other hand didn’t – Asymmetry being one
such example. When asking the question ‘would it be possible to challenge a contradiction by making
something symmetrical instead of asymmetrical?’, we answered with a definitive yes. The opposite can also
occur, balance and proportion then becoming important factors. The same happened with many other
Principles.
Next we looked at our space-time-and interface entities and saw that within each category, all of the
Principles grouped into just five different strategies for modifying a system :1) Segment or merge (i.e. change the number of entities)
2) Make the entities bigger or smaller
3) Change the external geometry
4) Change the internal structure
5) Substitute the existing structure for something else.
We then found that the existing Principles fitted very neatly into a 5x3 matrix as illustrated below (figure 6):
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Space

Time

Interface
5, 6, 7, 33

Segment
1

18, 19

2

20, 21

38

3, 4, 14, 17

15

12, 16

30, 31,
32, 36, 40

9, 10, 11

8, 37

26, 28,
29, 35a

27, 34

23, 24

Number
39

Magnify

Re-shape

Modify
Substitute

Size

External Shape

Internal Structure
Content

Figure 6: Revised Inventive Principles Structure
The figure diagonally divides each box to illustrate that every one has both its positive and negative sense. It
also illustrates the relative position of each of the 40 Principles within the structure. Thus Principle 13 – the
other way around – now features implicitly in each element of the Principle Matrix.
Actually, we found two other special case Principles that did not fit into the Matrix, but fitted instead into
the higher order philosophical level. These were:25 Self-Service –

This is a Principle which is highly connected to the Ideality concept
We note that the Principle does not appear in the classical TRIZ matrix nearly as
often as an ideality-driven thought process would lead.

22 Blessing in Disguise – in a similar vein, this Principle encourages users to think about the resources
element of the TRIZ philosophy.
Again it does not feature in the classic Contradiction Matrix nearly as often as its
use in a bigger context would demand.
In examining the SCAMMPERR model in more detail, we found that while 8 of the 9 strategies in the model
were covered by the Inventive Principles and by the 5x3 matrix framework above, the ‘P’ – ‘put to another
use’ was not. In SCAMMPERR, this trigger encourages users to solve problems by changing function. This
is not normal TRIZ practice, but, again, when we asked the question ‘would it be possible to challenge a
contradiction by changing function, the answer was an unqualified ‘yes’. Taken together with the above
Principles 22 and 25, we believe this ‘change function’ Principle forms a useful third entry in a trio of
special Principles linked directly to the five philosophical strands of TRIZ. I.e.
Functionality Resources
Ideality
Space/Time Contradictions ©2002 Denis Bridoux/Darrell Mann

Change Function
Blessing in Disguise
Self-Service
New 5x3 Matrix
New 5x3 Matrix
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So, we found it was not possible to quite achieve the 7±2 model – having 3 special Principles plus 8 labels
for the Matrix. But what we did have was a system that features significantly greater richness than the 40
Principles. The 40 Principles for example do not explicitly suggest that making a thing physically bigger or
smaller is a way of solving a contradiction (although Principle 21 – Hurrying does so in the time dimension
– see figure). Similarly, some of the 40 Principles (e.g. Local Quality and Asymmetry) are traditionally
directed towards physical things – whereas in each case there are very definite time and interface analogies
of the Principle.
Thus (SPACE-TIME-INTERFACE) + (SEGMENT, SIZE, SHAPE, STRUCTURE, SUBSTITUTE) +
(FUNCTION-IDEALITY-RESOURCES) – SIT-5S-FIR – provides a means of remembering a richer, more
structured version of the 40 Principles.
Or (more closely related to a start-point at the 5 main philosophical elements):
FUNCTIONALITY-IDEALITY-RESOURCES-(SPACE-TIME-INTERFACE)-CONTRADICTIONS

|
5S

USING THE PRINCIPLES MORE EFFECTIVELY WITH NLP/Neuro-Semantics:
COMBINATORIAL & CYBERNETIC EFFECTS
If we observe what is happening above with respect to combining Principle 13 with each of the other
Principles and the combination of Principles that often happens when we have physical contradictions
separable in both time and space (8), it is possible to see that the combination of Principles is a potentially
important problem solving strategy. This fits, of course, with the Mono-Bi-Poly evolution trend.
With respect to combinations of strategies, it would appear that NLP/Neuro-Semantics has significantly
greater richness from which TRIZ users might benefit:
When applying one state upon another, or one process upon another in Neuro-Semantics®, the following
range of interactions can result:
The original is stopped
The original is neutralized
The original is made transient
The original is diminished
The original is strengthened
The original is distorted
The original is qualified
The original is made solidified/made permanent
The two states are confused
An unexpected result occurs
A paradoxical result occurs
A new process is generated
An emergence occurs
©2002 Denis Bridoux/Darrell Mann
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The order in which processes are carried out is key to effectiveness, as each one qualifies and modulates the
previous ones.
Clearly, from the perspective of using the 40 Principles in combination with one another, it is the latter four
of the 13 possible outcomes outlined above that will have the most beneficial impact on the creative solution
obtained. The 5x3 Matrix structure provides a useful means of identifying which combinations of Principles
are likely to present such beneficial effects. Obviously Principle 13 is present throughout the Matrix and is
likely to give a positive combinatorial effect. The same applies to the higher level Change Function,
Blessing in Disguise and Self-Service Principles. For the others, there appears to be a strong demarcation
between the space, time and interface side of the matrix; such that, for example, if a given contradiction is
solely space related (e.g. area versus length) then there is unlikely to be a beneficial combination of
Principles featuring in the time and interface columns of the 5x3 matrix; whereas a contradiction like
strength versus duration of action implies a possible connection to space, time and interface issues, and thus
all Principles may present opportunities for synergistic combination.
We are often mindful of the positive consequences of an action, less often of its negative consequences, and
even less often of an inaction and its consequences. NLP charts this using the Cartesian grid illustrated in
Figure 3.
Figure 3: NLP Interaction Consequence Grid
What Will / If I
Happen
Not Happen

Do This

Do Not Do This

+ +
- +

+ - -

Recently one of us, (DB) expanded this model to elicit the positives and negatives of an action or a lack
thereof. Going through this grid enables us to best assess the pros and cons of our actions and inactions:

What do I stand / by

Doing This

Not Doing This

To Gain
Not to Gain
To Lose
Not to Lose
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This can be represented by a cubic grid, instead of square one. For a clear understanding of its structure, we
have separated its subcomponent cubes below.
Not

Not
To
Gain

Not
Doing

To
Lose

Doing

Not

Not
To
Gain

Doing

To
Gain

Not
Doing

To
Gain

To
Lose

Not
Doing

To
Doing
Lose

Doing

To
Lose

Not
Doing

FURTHER AHEAD
The integration of TRIZ and NLP tools, methods and philosophies (both of which rightly claim to feature
such hierarchies of application) is very much at the beginning of what may be expected to be a long and
mutually enriching journey of discovery. Several important conceptual advances can be expected to emerge.
We have hopefully hinted at a few here, and also demonstrated how integration has produced some
interesting and potentially highly beneficial new perspectives on basic but important TRIZ tools.
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Kinaesthetic (touch, feelings, etc)
Olfactory (smell)
Gustatory (taste)

NEURO-

ANALOG MODALITIES

ATTITUDES
FRAMES

PRESUPPOSITIONS
BELIEFS
PRESENTATION
VALUES / CRITERIA
OF
ABSTRACT / INTERPRETATIVE
REALITY
/ EVALUATIVE
CONCEPTUAL
LANGUAGE
Auditory Digital LANGUAGE
ə
ə
ə
ə
ə
ə
Ad

PRIMARY LEVEL

SCHEMATA
META-PROGRAMMES
METAPHORS

LINGUISTIC

DIGITAL MODALITIES

OUR SYMBOLIC
RE-PRESENTATION
OF REALITY
Visual Digital Vd

PROGRAMMING

META-LEVELS

OPERATIONAL STRUCTURE OF OUR INTERNAL MAPS
®
AS IDENTIFIED IN NLP & NEURO-SEMANTICS

əəəəəəəəəəəəəəəəəəəəəəəəəəəəəəəəəəəəəəəəəəəəəəəəəə

REALITY (whatever this is)
© 1999-2002 Denis Bridoux

Comment: Notice the further differentiation at the symbolic level, as well as the inclusion of the Visual Digital Representational.
System (Vd), which rejoins Ad to generate our icons, symbols and metaphors and interact with schemata, which form
our most abstract representation of the universe in terms of objects and forces.
©2002 Denis Bridoux/Darrell Mann
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EVOLVING TRIZ COMBINING TRIZ & NLP/NEUROSEMANTICS
Note: The colours above are used symbolically to represent signals in each sensory modality. Variations in the same colour represent individual parameters in
this modality. Black-and-white arrows represent the move from an analog way of representing the world sensorially to a digital, linguistic representation
of this. Alternative symbols of this could have been “0” and “1”.

©2002 Denis Bridoux/Darrell Mann
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EVOLVING TRIZ COMBINING TRIZ & NLP/NEUROSEMANTICS

THE NEURO-SEMANTICS® MODEL
© 2002 L. Michael Hall / Denis Bridoux

Meta-States operate as the inner Executive Programs & Structures which govern our being, functioning,
perceiving, thinking, feeling, speaking, behaving, etc.
Meta-States also operate as our higher levels of references & information. They therefore function as
attractors in a self-organising system.
Meta-States as Higher Frames of Mind: All Thoughts-Feelings (T-F) occur in some frame-of-reference.
This creates our primary frame of representation, our meta-level frames, and our ever more abstract
Conceptual Frames.
Reflexivity:
How Thought-Emotion
reflects back onto itself to set
a higher frame-of-reference
Referential Mapping
Frame of Reference n+1

2

Frame of Reference

Frame of Reference1

Conceptual Mapping

Representational Mapping

Representational Screen
of Our Mind
G
O
K
A
V
mbboollss
& SSyym
Woorrddss &
VAKOG ++ W
Input

Perceptual Mapping
Output

NLP relates to the way we perceive things and represent them in our mind to act on them.
Meta-States relates to the way we reflect on things that we perceive and represent in our mind.
Neuro-Semantics relates to the way we conceptually frame and refer to things in our mind, and to the
way this affects our inner reflections, representations and perceptions.
©2002 Denis Bridoux/Darrell Mann
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EVOLVING TRIZ COMBINING TRIZ & NLP/NEUROSEMANTICS

TABLE OF STRUCTURAL OPERATIONS CARRIED OUT
IN NLP/NS HUMAN CHANGEWORK
Each of these processes can be carried out singly, in combination or upon each other.
1) Adding:
2) Subtracting:
1→1+1
1+1→1
1a) Connecting
2a) Disconnecting
/ Linking:
/ Splitting:
1 + 1 → 1&1
1&1 → 1 + 1
1b) Merging:
2b) Demerging:
1&1 → 2
2 → 1&1
3) Reordering: Blue to yellow to green to red → red to yellow to blue to green

4) Reversing: Blue to yellow to green → green to yellow to blue (see mirroring below)

6) Replacing:

5) Adjusting/Tweaking:

7) Mirroring:

8) Qualifying:

9) Embedding /
Nesting:

10) Iteration /
Recursiveness

©2002 Denis Bridoux

©2002 Denis Bridoux/Darrell Mann
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